WALK NIGHT

TOGETHER AGAINST CANCER

Join the second Walk the Night challenge and raise funds
to support people affected by breast and prostate cancers.
Walk a full or half marathon through London at night on this amazing challenge.

Saturday 27 July 2019
For more information and to register online:

www.dream-challenges.com
T: 01590 646410 E: events@dream-challenges.com

@WTNUK

@dreamchallenges

@dream_challenges

TO TAKE PART YOU NEED TO PAY A REGISTRATION FEE OF £45 AND RAISE MINIMUM SPONSORSHIP OF £199
Registered Charity No’s: CoppaFeel!: 1132366/SC045970 and Prostate Cancer UK: 1005541/SC039332.
Walk the Night is established under Giving Works. Registered Charity No: 1078770

"Can I just say how much my daughter and I enjoyed the walk - my
feet and legs aren't agreeing with me at the moment but am sure will
in time!! The volunteer helpers, feed stations and signs were great."
Jackie Bull, Walk the Night 2018 participant

Join hundreds of super
inspiring men and women as we
take to the streets of London in a
resilient stand together against
cancer. This epic night walk is
the only event to bring men and
women together in exclusive
support of Prostate Cancer
UK and CoppaFeel!

After the phenomenal success of the first Walk the Night in 2018 which raised a staggering
£500,000, we are delighted to run this incredible challenge in London for a second year.
We challenge you to walk a marathon (26.2 miles) or a half marathon (13.1 miles) through the night.
Starting and finishing at the magical Granary Square in King’s Cross, with a fun and lively warmup and dazzling entertainment, the route will take you past many of London’s famous landmarks,
including Westminster Abbey, Trafalgar Square, Buckingham Palace and more!
Along the way, we’ll have several fabulous feed stations to keep you refreshed and energised
throughout your challenge, with a variety of free, tasty snacks (vegan and gluten free options
available), water and hot drinks. They will each have toilet facilities and a team of friendly staff and
supporters.
Everyone that takes part in Walk the Night also gets an official Hi-Viz jacket and a beautiful, shiny
medal that you can wear with pride!
Many of the people who will take part in Walk the Night have been personally touched by cancer
and many will walk in memory of lost loved ones. It’ll be a truly emotional night as you all achieve
something absolutely amazing for an invaluable cause.
Spaces are likely to fill up very quickly, so please sign up today to secure your place in your preferred
start wave. https://www.dream-challenges.com/challenges/walk-the-night/
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Why take part?
Funds raised by Walk the Night will support
the work of two very special charities.

About CoppaFeel!
We’re here to help everyone stand the best
possible chance of surviving breast cancer by
educating you on the importance of getting to
know your boobs! CoppaFeel! aims to instill the
knowledge and tools young people need to get to
know their bodies. We like to talk about a serious
message in a light-hearted way, empowering
people to start healthy habits for life.
CoppaFeel! exists to educate and remind every
young person in the UK that checking their
boobs isn’t only fun, it could save their life.
Our Mission
To ensure all breast cancers are diagnosed early
and correctly by…
∙
Encouraging you to check your boobs
regularly from a young age.
∙
Educating you on the signs and 		
symptoms of breast cancer.
∙
Empowering you to seek advice from a
doctor if symptoms persist.
Our Vision
We want everyone to have the best possible
chance of surviving breast cancer. Ideally, we
want to live in a world where all breast cancers
are diagnosed at the earliest stage possible,
at which treatments are more effective and
survival rates are higher.
What we do/how we spend our money:
∙
£100 is enough to equip 15 doctors’ 		
surgeries with all the materials they need
to share our message
∙
£320 allows us to fund a Boobette for a
whole year
∙
£520 equips an entire student 		
accommodation with 4,000 of our boob
check reminder shower hanger
For more information visit
www.coppafeel.org
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Sophie's story
“But you’re so young”
seems to be something I
hear a lot now. Before 2016,
I think I was naïve to the fact
that breast cancer can affect people
so young. Thanks to CoppaFeel!, I was aware
of checking my boobs, this was after I saw Kris
(CoppaFeel! founder) on Russell Howard’s Good
News in 2015.
In June 2016, after doing my monthly shower
check, I noticed something wasn’t quite right
with my right boob, so I went to my GP, who
said it wasn’t anything to worry about. He
put me on antibiotics and I left to go traveling
for two months. However, when I came back,
something still wasn’t right. I went back to the
GP who said he couldn’t feel anything. I was
worried, so he sent me to the breast clinic at
my local hospital. It was there, on the 31st of
August 2016, I heard the words that changed
my life forever: “We think it’s cancer.” My cancer
was at stage three. It was 10cm and had spread
into my lymph nodes. I was lucky (if you can say
that), my cancer was treatable with surgery,
chemotherapy and radiotherapy. But because
it didn’t present with the “typical” lump, I
wasn’t referred straight away. My boob was
just harder, painful and the nipple had slightly
inverted.

“It is so
important to
me, for this
education to
become the
norm”.
The work CoppaFeel! does is so important to
break down the assumptions made about breast
cancer, whilst educating women and men on the
signs and symptoms. The signs and symptoms
I was aware of, allowing me to seek out help and
get diagnosed. It is so important to me, for this
education to become the norm and it is why I
have become a Boobette for CoppaFeel!
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Why take part?
Funds raised by Walk the Night will support
the work of two very special charities.

Prostate Cancer UK
Every year more than 11,000 men die from
prostate cancer in the UK – that’s more than one
man every hour.
Prostate Cancer UK has a simple ambition – to
stop men dying from prostate cancer. Through
shifting the science over the next ten years to
focus on radical improvements in diagnosis,
treatment, prevention, and support, we will stop
prostate cancer being a killer.
We work closely with researchers to make sure
that only the projects expected to make the
biggest difference to men are funded. Despite
this, there are always viable proposals left on the
table that we just can’t afford to fund. We need
to increase the investment into prostate cancer
research now, so that promising results in the
laboratory can progress to saving men’s lives.
By joining our team and walking with us, you’ll
be helping bring us one step closer to stopping
prostate cancer being a killer.

What your money could do:
£50 could pay for the analysis of
four tissue samples, which could help
clinicians decide which treatment is most
likely to work for each individual man
and avoid unnecessary treatments.
∙
£300 could pay for two GPs to attend a
training day on prostate cancer, so they
can stay up to date on all the latest 		
information and best practise advice on
diagnosing and treating men in their area.
∙
£600 could allow a nurse or radiographer
to do an advanced MSc level study into
prostate cancer care, giving them the
skills they need to support men with the
disease.
For more information visit
www.prostatecanceruk.org

Errol's story
“My connection
with prostate
cancer started
in 2010. My wife
was complaining
about my snoring,
so she made me an
appointment with the
doctor. I went to the doctor and
whilst I sat in the reception waiting, I picked up
a leaflet from Prostate Cancer UK. I read about
the PSA test and thought I should probably
have it done. I spoke to the receptionist to book
an appointment to do the test but she said ‘Mr
McKellar, the test only takes ten minutes and
we can do this now for you’. Little did I know
that those ten minutes were going to change
the rest of my life.

“Prostate cancer
knocked me down,
it didn’t knock
me out.”

∙
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Two weeks after, I got a call from my doctor who
asked me to come back and do another blood
test. I did the test, then a further two weeks
after that I was asked to come in for a biopsy,
followed by a scan. My doctor then sat me down
and said my prostate was covered in cancer. I
ran out of the room, went and sat in the car and
I think the word ‘cancer’ hit me then. I just burst
into tears. Fortunately my cancer was picked up
early so now I’m determined to raise awareness
of the disease.”
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Your itinerary
From 5.00pm | Check-in opens
Join us from 5.00pm on Saturday 27 July 2019 (check-in
closes at 7.00pm) at the magical Granary Square in King’s
Cross for our exciting pre-challenge entertainment.

Soa k up the
Summer
Vibe!

We have an event stage, where music, speeches and warmups will be hosted to get you all ready and raring to go before you
join your start wave. You will be able to dance and sing along with the music from the starting
line area as you set off on your Walk the Night challenge. We encourage you to soak up the summer
vibe, whilst making some new friends before you’re called to your start area.
From 8pm | Staggered Starts
Walkers set off in waves from 8pm on a spectacular full (26.2 miles) or half marathon (13.1 miles)
loop around central London. The challenge finishes when walkers cross the finish line back at the
starting venue, with the cut-off time of 9am. We’ll have a back-up vehicle behind the last group of
walkers, so don’t worry: no one gets left behind!

"My first ever half marathon - I did it with my son and we had a fab
time. I dressed as superwoman and had lots of really encouraging
comments on route. It was very hard going as I Ieft my trainers at
home and my son had to run and buy some more for me, but the
whole experience was great, no problems at all. I thoroughly enjoyed
it. The last couple of miles were a killer, but so glad we completed
it, to say thanks for fantastic treatment I received after being
diagnosed in November last year."
Christine Mallon, Walk the Night 2018 participant
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Your questions answered
How does it work?
To take part in Walk the Night 2019, you’re
required to pay a £45 registration fee, which
covers some, but not all, of the event costs and
then commit to raising a minimum sponsorship
amount of £199 in two installments for Prostate
Cancer UK and CoppaFeel!. The charities use
some of this money to pay the remaining event
costs and the rest of the money goes directly
towards their invaluable work. The higher the
amount of funds raised by participants for this
challenge, the higher the percentage of funds
that goes directly to their work, so we encourage
you to exceed the minimum sponsorship target.
What is included?
We provide full event management and the
challenge costs cover our fully signposted
marathon and half marathon routes, marshals,
water and snack stops with a variety of
refreshments and hot drinks, a high visibility
Walk the Night vest, your official Walk the Night
2019 medal, roaming first aid support and a
back-up vehicle. We also have an event stage at
our fantastic starting/finishing venue at Granary
Square in King’s Cross, with warm-ups and
entertainment, along with all the usual things
you can expect from a venue, like toilet facilities,
a bag drop, charity stalls etc.
Are there rest stops along the route?
We have a number of fabulous rest stops on both
the full and half marathon routes, providing
a variety of snacks (with vegan and gluten
free options available), drinks, toilets, friendly
staff and volunteers with lots of smiles and
encouragement.
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We would advise you use these for a quick
convenience break and to take on some energy.
It is not advisable to stay at the rest stops for a
prolonged amount of time as this could cause
your muscles to seize up, making the onward
challenge harder for you to complete.
When does the event start and finish?
The event officially opens to participants at
5.00pm on Saturday 27 July 2019. Check-in will
be open from 5:00pm-7:00 pm. The first group
of walkers will set off at 8pm and the last start
wave will be at 9:30pm. The cut off time is 9am
on Sunday morning; but no one will be left
behind, as we’ll have a support bus behind the
last group of walkers.
How long will Walk the Night take me?
We estimate the half marathon would take
someone with an average fitness level four to six
hours and the full marathon eight to ten hours.
How fit do I have to be?
Walking a marathon (26.2 miles) or a half
marathon (13.1 miles) at night is a challenge, but
something that is definitely achievable with a
reasonable amount of training. A number of
the people who will take part in this exciting
challenge will have little or no fitness level
when they sign up. Walk the Night is the perfect
motivation to train and get fit, all whilst raising
funds for two amazing charities. Please be
prepared for your challenge and do some long
practice walks in your walking footwear before
the event. See your Walk the Night training plan
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"Such an emotional day.
I loved it, but it was the
hardest thing I have ever
done - it made Tough
Mudder a walk in the park
in comparison to this!
All for a good cause
and I hope my dad
was looking down on
me smiling."
Diane Smith,
Walk the Night 2018
participant
What is the minimum age limit?
You must be at least eighteen years old to take
part in Walk the Night, unless given permission
by the challenge organisers.
What do I need to wear and bring with me?
You should wear comfortable clothing and
sensible walking footwear – please make
sure you wear the same footwear during your
training as well, so you’re used to them by the
big night. In mid-summer, you may need a layer
to keep warm or perhaps a raincoat for our
unpredictable weather.
Although London is well lit, you may wish to
bring a head torch or other creative lighting!
Let us see you all through the night! You don’t
need to bring a hi-viz vest as we provide you
with a free Walk the Night one with the charity
logos, which you can keep as a memento of
your challenge. It is essential that you wear
this throughout the challenge for safety and in
order for our staff, supporters and your fellow
participants to see you.
There will be a bag drop at the start/finish
venue (Granary Square), so anything you want
to take with you that you don’t need during the
challenge you can leave there.
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Can I walk on my own?
Less than three, there should never be. As
London can be a busy place on a Saturday night,
it is vital that you walk in groups of three or
more through the city. Individual walkers are
advised to meet with other individual walkers
and join forces to keep each other safe. We also
have Walk the Night Walking Buddies - if you
would like to walk with one of our Walking
Buddies, they will be located at the individual
walkers meeting place and will leave with each
starting wave. The route will take place on open
pavements, therefore please be aware of other
pedestrians using the space.
Can I run the challenge instead?
Walk the Night is a walking challenge and due to
safety regulations, running is not permitted. All
marshals on the route are instructed to report
any participants running and to advise them
that this is a walking only challenge.
Will there be medical support on the night?
We have a designated team of medical
professionals and doctors working solely for this
challenge. You will be provided with these details
before the event.
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What does it mean to be in a team?
Being in a team is certainly not obligatory and
even if you plan to walk as a group, you don’t
need to sign up as a team. It just adds a bit of
fun and pre-challenge excitement for friends
signing up together and thinking of a team
name together. But as long as you have the same
starting time, you can walk as a team, no matter
whether or not you’ve joined the team online, so
please don’t worry.
Also, remember that each member of your team
needs to raise a minimum sponsorship of £199.
Is there any compulsory clothing?
All participants will be given a free Walk the
Night hi-viz vest when they check in on the
night. This must be worn throughout the
challenge and you can keep it after the event as
a souvenir.
How do I pay my sponsorship money in?
You are encouraged to pay all funds in via
JustGiving. We will also accept cheques payable
to Giving Works - Walk the Night and CAF
vouchers payable to Walk the Night. You must
pay in your first installment of £100 (excluding
gift aid) by 12 July 2019 to be confirmed on
the challenge and the remaining £99 as soon
as possible after the event. Please note offline
pledges on your JustGiving page will not count.

Does the sponsorship target include Gift Aid?
No, the minimum sponsorship target does not
include Gift Aid.
Is there pre-challenge support?
Yes, once you sign up to Walk the Night, we
provide you with a free, realistic training
programme, which is tailored to the Walk the
Night challenge. We also give you a link to a
Facebook Group for Walk the Night participants,
where you can chat with other people taking
part in this challenge. You can use this space to
swap training and fundraising tips and updates.
As the event draws closer, we’ll also send you
email updates with all the info and details you
need and answers to your FAQs. Two weeks
before the walk, you’ll also receive a Walker Pack
in the post, with your walker number and walker
manual, which features tips for the big night.

"Such welcoming rest stops with
all we needed to keep us going and
smiles from those volunteering.
Thank you to all volunteers, venues
and Dream Challenges staff who
made last night possible."
Charlotte Atkinson,
Walk the Night 2018 participant

How do I sign up?
You can sign up online at:
www.dream-challenges.com
Please note places are limited
for this exciting challenge
and are expected to go very
quickly, so please sign up
today to avoid missing out.

Conditions of entry
1. A non-refundable registration fee of £45 is
required to participate in Walk the Night
2019. In addition, you must raise a minimum
of £199 in sponsorship money and donations
for the charities in two installments: the first
£100 must be paid in by 12 July 2019 and the
remaining £99 must be paid in as soon as
possible after the event.
2. If you are unable to raise the first minimum
sponsorship installment (£100) required
prior to this date you will forfeit your right
to a place on the event or you may choose to
make up the balance yourself.

11. You are responsible to get to and from the
start/finish on time.
12. You must adhere to the pedestrian highway
code at all times. When crossing the road,
please use pedestrian crossings at all times
and abide to the Walk the Night Traffic
Control personnel in specific areas.
13. Routes and venues may change and other
alterations may occur, which are beyond the
control of Dream Challenges.

3. If you do not take up your place for any
reason, you must inform Dream Challenges
immediately. You must contact all of your
sponsors to ask if they wish to make a
donation or have their sponsorship money
returned.

14. Dream Challenges does have Public
Liability insurance, but you participate at
your own risk and you are responsible for
your personal safety at all times. Dream
Challenges or any other facilitator associated
with Walk the Night cannot be responsible for
any loss or damage however arising, or theft
of personal belongings or for any injuries or
illness that occur as a result of this event.

4. You must be at least 18 years old before
Saturday 27 July 2019 to take part in Walk
the Night unless given permission by the
event organisers.

15. If you decide to withdraw yourself from the
challenge at any stage on the night of the
walk, you must contact our challenge Route
Help Line immediately

5. The good reputation of the charities is
16. Dream Challenges may, at their sole
paramount. You must agree to act lawfully
discretion, withdraw places on the event
and follow the fundraising guidelines laid out
or stop individuals walking on the night of
by the organisers of the event.
the challenge if they believe it is in the best
interest of the charities to do so.
6. Funds raised for Walk the Night cannot be
transferred to or from other challenges.
17. Dream Challenges reserve the right to cancel
or postpone the event for exceptional or
7. You are responsible for ensuring your
unexpected circumstances.
contact and medical details are correct.
Walk the Night is managed by Dream Challenges
8. You are responsible for ensuring that you are on behalf of CoppaFeel: 1132366/SC04597017658
physically and mentally fit for the challenge.
and Prostate Cancer UK: 1005541/SC039332.
Walk the Night is established under Giving
9. You must wear your completed Walker
Works, Charity No. 1078770. Dream Challenges,
Number on your front for the entirety of the Newcourt House, New Street, Lymington, SO41
event, and have easy access to this.
9BQ. Company Registration No. 3615142.
10. .You must wear the Walk the Night Hi-Viz
jacket throughout the challenge for safety
reasons.
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